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Figure 1: Example images rendered by our defocus rendering algorithm and the accumulation buffer method [HA90]. Our
method significantly accelerates the accumulation buffer method, while achieving quality comparable to reference solutions.

Abstract
This paper presents a GPU-based rendering algorithm for real-time defocus blur effects, which significantly im-
proves the accumulation buffering. The algorithm combines three distinctive techniques: (1) adaptive discrete ge-
ometric level of detail (LOD), made popping-free by blending visibility samples across the two adjacent geometric
levels; (2) adaptive visibility/shading sampling via sample reuse; (3) visibility supersampling via height-field ray
casting. All the three techniques are seamlessly integrated to lower the rendering cost of smooth defocus blur with
high visibility sampling rates, while maintaining most of the quality of brute-force accumulation buffering.

Keywords: defocus blur, depth-of-field rendering, level of details, GPU, real-time rendering

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Display algorithms

1. Introduction

A finite aperture of a real optical system, which controls
the amount of light reaching the sensor, maps a 3D point
to a circle of confusion (COC) on the sensor plane. This
leads to blurred out-of-focus objects outside of the depth of
field (DOF) in an image [PC81]. Such a defocus blur effect
greatly improves photorealism and can emphasize subjects
of interest. Many efforts have been made to bring the defo-
cus blur effect into computer imagery over the past decades.

A reference solution for defocus rendering is full visibil-
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ity sampling, which distributes rays from a lens and ac-
cumulates them together into a buffer [CPC84, HA90].
Such a brute-force sampling approach achieves a physically-
plausible look, but its repeated rendering of a whole scene
falls far short of real-time performance. Hence, the major-
ity of interactive techniques for defocus rendering have re-
lied on extrapolation from single-view sampling via postpro-
cessing (see Sec. 2 for review). The recent approach based
on multi-layer ray casting [LES10] attained greater qual-
ity, but there still remain limitations inherent to the image-
based approach, including the lack of natural antialiasing,
performance drops with increasing resolution, and clipping
of the viewport periphery. Such limitations inspired us to
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re-explore the full visibility sampling approach, which may
have better quality and fewer inherent limitations.

This paper presents a new defocus rendering algorithm,
which augments accumulation buffering [HA90] for im-
proved performance. Two key observations inspired us: 1)
out-of-focus areas lose fine geometric details and humans
pay less attention to them; 2) in-focus areas require fewer
samples. They led us to blur-based adaptive LOD for both
geometry and visibility/shading. We use discrete geometric
LOD, and avoid the transition popping by blending visibility
samples across the two geometric levels. The adaptive visi-
bility/shading sampling relies on the sample reuse that by-
passes lens samples yielding the same raster locations. Fur-
thermore, we propose a subsample blur technique for visi-
bility supersampling, which uses the height-field ray casting.
Our solution that integrates the three distinctive techniques
allows us to achieve high quality similar to that of the full
visibility sampling approach (see Figure 1 for an example),
while maintaining real-time performance comparable to the
recent single-view sampling approach [LES10].

Precisely, our contributions for defocus rendering include:
(1) a geometric LOD management scheme; (2) an adaptive
visibility sampling scheme; (3) a subsample blur approach
for visibility supersampling.

2. Related Work

We broadly categorize and review previous studies by
whether they use (object-based) multiview sampling,
(image-based) single-view sampling, or a hybrid of both.
Also, we provide a brief review of existing LOD techniques.

Multiview Accumulation The classical object-based solu-
tion is to accumulate multiple views into a buffer through
distributed ray tracing [CPC84] or rasterization (called the
accumulation buffering) [HA90]. They produce physically-
faithful results but are very slow in most cases. Also, they
might suffer from banding artifacts (jittered copies of ob-
jects) unless given sufficient samples.

Stochastic Rasterization The object-based approach has
recently evolved into stochastic rasterization, simultane-
ously sampling space, time, and lens in 5D [AMMH07,
MESL10,LAKL11]. Their methods were effective in achiev-
ing banding-free motion blur as well as defocus blur at re-
duced sampling rates, but were rather limited to a moderate
extent of blur when combined with motion blur. Recently,
Laine et al. significantly improved sample test efficiency
(STE) using their clipless dual-space bounding formulation.

Postfiltering The conventional real-time approach has been
driven to the postprocessing of color/depth images ren-
dered from a single view (typically, the center of a lens)
to avoid multiple visibility sampling. COC sizes, computed
from pixel depth, guided approximations including filtering,

mipmapping, splatting, and diffusion [PC81, Rok96, Sch04,
BFSC04, Ham07, ZCP07, FM08, LKC09, RS09, YWY10].
They usually had adequate real-time performance, but com-
monly failed to deliver correct visibility due to the lack of
hidden surface information, particularly for the translucent
foreground. Multilayer decomposition with alpha blending
was better in quality, but did not yield a significant gain, be-
cause missing surfaces cannot be recovered even with hallu-
cination or extrapolation [BBGK02, KLO06, KS07].

Depth Layers A recent approach used a combination of
single-view sampling—depth peeling to extract multiple
layers—and height-field ray casting based on the depth lay-
ers [LES09,LES10]. The method can produce convincing re-
sults, but care has to be taken to maintain tight depth bounds
and to clip viewports (image periphery often misses ray in-
tersections). While 4–8 layers work well in practice, more
layers are necessary to guarantee entirely-correct visibility
for general cases. Also, the lack of sub-pixel details yields
aliasing for in-focus edges.

Our approach integrates accumulation buffering [HA90]
with a depth-layer approach [LES10] to take advantage of
visibility and performance. Our novel extensions to LOD
management and adaptive sampling further improve perfor-
mance with marginal degradation in quality (see Sec. 7 for
comparison). We note that combination of our LOD control
algorithm with the stochastic rasterization can be a good di-
rection for future research, which can better suppress under-
sampling artifacts. In this paper, we demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our algorithms using the accumulation buffering.

LOD Management LOD is a general scheme to improve
performance by spending less of the computational budget
on visually insignificant objects. Importance metrics, such
as distance to a viewer, object size, gaze patterns, and visual
sensitivity, control the complexity of objects; in this paper,
we use degree of blur as an importance metric. Geometric
complexity is a primary concern yet other complexities (e.g.,
shading, texture, imposters, and lighting) are also of interest.
For a more comprehensive review, please refer to [Lue03].

In general, LOD is defined in the continuous domain,
and thus, near-continuous-level LOD (e.g., progressive
meshes [Hop96]) is optimal for quality. However, on-the-fly
mesh decimation is often too costly in the era of GPU ren-
dering. Interactive applications prefer discrete LOD, which
simplifies source objects to a few discrete levels. The perfor-
mance is enough in most cases, but transition popping should
be resolved; alpha blending is usually attempted to alleviate
symptoms [Lue03, GW07]. Nonetheless, excessive memory
is required, and dynamic deformation is hard to apply.

A more recent trend is the use of tessellation shaders, which
apply subdivision rather than simplification to input meshes.
Whereas the GPU tessellation generally uses more rendering
time than LOD, it requires much less memory (only with
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sparse control vertices) and enables objects to be deformed
easily. In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
LOD metric using discrete LOD. The use of the tessellation
shaders would be a good research direction for further work.

3. Overview of Framework

Lens Model and Basic Method We use the thin-lens model
(see Figure 2), which is a common choice for defocus ren-
dering. Let the aperture radius of a lens and its focal length
be E and F . When the lens is focusing at depth d f , the radius
of the COC of P at depth d is given as:

R =

(
d f −d

d f

)
E, where d f > F and d > F. (1)

When P is seen from a lens sample v (defined in a unit cir-
cle), it deviates by the offset Rv. Given N samples, all ob-
jects are repeatedly drawn. The resulting images are blended
into a single output. This procedure is the basic object-based
approach [CPC84,HA90], and we use it for generating mul-
tiview images with geometric LOD and adaptive sampling.

Focal PlaneImage Plane Lens (Aperture)

pf
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dfuf
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Figure 2: The thin-lens model [PC81, CPC84].

We also define COC radius at the image plane, r, to find
screen-space ray footprints [LES10]. The distance to the im-
age plane, u f =

Fd f
d f−F [CPC84], allows r to be calculated as:

r =−
u f

d
R =

(
EF

d f −F

)(
d −d f

d

)
. (2)

The ray casting for our subsample blur uses this model.

Rendering Pipeline We provide a brief overview of the ren-
dering pipeline of our algorithm, along with an example sce-
nario (see Figure 3 for illustration and Algorithm 1 for the
pseudocode). In the offline preprocessing stage, given M 3D
models, we generate their discrete LOD representations (L0,
L1, ..., Lmax), which apply successive simplification with a
fixed reduction factor (e.g., s = 2 for the half size). Also,
given N lens samples (the dots in a unit circle in the figure),
N frame buffers are allocated in advance. In the run-time
stage, we repeat the following steps at every frame. We com-
pute a (real-number) LOD for every object. For instance, let
the LOD be 2.3. Given the N lens samples, each sample is
assigned to either of the adjacent discrete levels (L2 or L3).
Then, L2 is rendered with samples of 70% (v1, ..., vK), and
L3 with the rest; this step is intended to avoid transition pop-
ping. While repeatedly rendering the model for all the sam-
ples, we adaptively sample visibility, reducing the number of

Preprocessing

LmaxL0 L2L1

v2 vK vK+1 vN

Frame buffers

Subsample blur

    Object sprite

    Direct rendering

      Selective copy

    Subsample blur

    Blending

1
2

K

K+1
N

Run-time

Final result

v1

Figure 3: An example overview of our rendering pipeline.

Algorithm 1 Rendering pipeline

Input: O[M][Lmax+1]: objects . M: number of objects
Input: v[N]: lens samples, F [N]: frame buffers
Output: A: accumulation buffer for display (initially cleared)
1: procedure RENDER . For each frame at run time
2: for each object j do . For M objects
3: compute j’s LOD and find child samples
4: for each lens sample v[i] do . For N lens samples
5: for each object j do . For M objects
6: select j’s discrete level L for v[i]
7: if v[i] has child samples then . Adaptive sampling
8: render j[L] to sprite T . T : a temporary texture
9: copy T to F [i] with depth test

10: for each v[i]’s child sample v[k] do
11: copy T to F [k] with depth test
12: else if v[i] is not child sample then
13: render j[L] to F [i]

14: for each lens sample v[i] do
15: apply subsample blur to F [i] . Ray casting [LES10]
16: A← A+F [i]/N

17: return A

effective lens samples in sharper areas. We do this by reusing
renderings across frame buffer samples as the COC shrinks.
We call the samples that reuse renderings “child samples.” If
a sample has child samples that yield the same raster loca-
tions (in the figure, vK is a child sample of v1), we render the
object to a texture sprite and, we copy the sprite to the frame
buffers of child samples without rendering. Otherwise, the
model is directly rendered into the frame buffer of the cur-
rent lens sample. After traversing all the lens samples and
objects, each frame buffer is further blurred using subsam-
ple blur and accumulates in the final output buffer.

4. LOD Management

In this section, given LOD representations of objects and
lens samples, we describe how to select adequate object lev-
els and how to avoid transition popping from discrete LOD.
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Figure 4: Given a COC (the green circle) centered at P, the
yellow segments represent the geometric integral of the real
geometry and its approximation.

Mapping between LOD and Defocus Blur The LOD of a
geometric object is defined by its simplification factor with
respect to its COC size (the degree of blur). For simplicity,
we assume all the triangles of the object are visible, except
for back faces. Given a COC centered at P, let CP be its area
and T be the triangle around P (Figure 4). When P accumu-
lates with different views, the resulting geometry will be the
integral of neighboring triangles within the COC. Thus, we
can approximate the integral by extending T ’s size roughly
up to CP (the yellow line). A problem here is T does not
exactly match with the circle, and it is not obvious how to
apply this globally to all the surfaces of the object.

A simple yet effective alternative is to use the representative
areas of the COCs and triangles estimated over the object (Ĉ
and Â; explained below). Then, a scale factor can be Ĉ/Â. In
other words, we can choose the LOD of the object as:

L = max(logs(Ĉ/Â),0), (3)

where s is the reduction factor between discrete levels (s=2
for the reduction by half). In fact, it is much better to define
Ĉ and Â at the screen space, because we can also incorporate
the effect of linear perspective (used in the standard LOD
based on object distance to a viewer) as well.

Note that we may need to be more conservative, since at-
tributes other than geometry (e.g., visibility, shading, and
BRDFs) are not taken into account. However, blurred areas
are usually on the periphery of a user’s attention, not being
perceived well. Otherwise, for better quality, we could scale
down L slightly to capture other attribute details.

Estimation of COC and Triangle Size We can precisely
find Ĉ and Â by traversing and averaging visible triangles.
However, this is costly, and we lose the benefit of LOD. In-
stead, we use a simpler metric using bounding box/sphere.

The choice of Ĉ is simple. In the depth range of the bounding
box’s corners, the minimum COC size at the screen space is
chosen; the minimum is more conservative than the average.
For instance, suppose there is a large object spanning a wide
COC range, such as terrain. When the minimum COC size is
used here, this usually yields an LOD of zero (the highest de-
tail). Hence, this conservative metric well handles objects of
various sizes, whereas this case does not benefit from LOD.

Subinterval [1,128] Subinterval [129,192]

Figure 5: Given Halton samples at [1,192], two subintervals
[1,128] and [129,192] still form even distributions.

As for Â, we use the screen-space area of the bounding
sphere, Ab, which approximates the object’s projection. We
assume that an object is of a spherical shape and is triangu-
lated evenly. Since half of the triangles are usually facing the
front, Â can be:

Â = Ab/(Nt ∗0.5), (4)

where Nt is the number of triangles in the object. Since real
objects are rarely spherical, Ab and Â are overestimated in
general; thus, L in Eq. (3) is underestimated in a conservative
manner. This approximation allows us to quickly guess the
projected areas of objects without heavy processing.

Smooth Transition between Discrete Levels Since our
LOD measure is a real number, we usually need to clamp
it to either of two adjacent discrete levels. This leads to pop-
ping during level transition. As for pinhole rendering, “Un-
popping LOD” [GW07] reduced symptoms by rendering and
blending two levels. Our idea is similar, yet we blend im-
ages in the sampling domain; the fractional part of an LOD
assigns the samples to either of the two discrete levels.

A difficulty arises from a sampling pattern. Without appro-
priate ordering, blending might be skewed. Our solution is to
use quasi-random Halton sequences [Hal64, WLH97]. Al-
though Halton sampling is less uniform than typical uni-
form sampling (e.g., Poisson disk sampling [Coo86]), it has
one important property; given a sequence, samples within its
sub-intervals also form a nearly-uniform distribution. Based
on this property, we can group lens samples into two sub-
intervals, one for the higher detail and the other for the lower
detail. This approach could easily be used to avoid skewed
blending. Figure 5 shows examples for two different sub-
intervals, which were generated with two prime numbers
(2,7), necessary for a 2-D version of Halton sequences.

5. Adaptive Sampling

While managing the level of details effectively improves ren-
dering performance for blurry objects, sharp objects with
fine details still require a large portion of the total render-
ing time, because they are usually rendered with the low-
est LOD. Since their spatial displacements are much smaller
than blurry ones, we can produce similar results with fewer
samples. Previously, this issue has been handled by adaptive
sampling [SSD∗09, CWW∗11]. The previous methods re-
lied on frequency-domain analysis or signal reconstruction
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Figure 6: As an object moves more in focus, the grids get
coarser and so there is more sample reuse.

for offline rendering, which is infeasible in interactive ap-
plications. Hereby, we propose a novel simple-yet-effective
method for real-time rendering.

Our idea is to reuse the renderings of an object for lens sam-
ples that yield the same raster locations (2D integer coor-
dinates); this concept is similar to the reuse of shadings de-
coupled from visibility sampling [RKLC∗11]. Figure 6 illus-
trates collision of samples falling into the same bins for three
different (rasterized) COCs; it is observed that the coarser
the COC is, the more samples fall into the same bin. Thus,
we render an object only for parent samples (blue samples
adjacent to the pixel center), and store the result into a per-
object texture sprite. Note that different levels of the same
object are treated as distinct. Then, the sprite is copied to
frame buffers for child samples with depth tests. Restricting
the region of interest into the screen-space bound results in
further acceleration. When a sample does not have a child,
it is directly rendered without making a texture sprite. For
implementation details, please refer to Algorithm 1.

We again use the bounding box to measure the COC size.
Since even a single object spans a range of COCs, we need
to conservatively capture the maximal COC size among the
bounding box’s corners.

One concern may arise regarding the antialiasing for sharp
objects, because we lose sub-pixel details to some extent.
Yet, it is easy to preserve sub-pixel details. When we need
smoother anti-aliasing, all we need to do is to increase the
resolution of the COC grid a bit higher (e.g., 2×2 bigger).

6. Subsample Blur

Although our LOD and adaptive sampling improve render-
ing performance well for varying degrees of blur, we still
need many samples to avoid banding artifacts. In order to
cope with this, we introduce a new approach that virtually
raises sampling density using postprocessing.

Given frame buffers produced with primary lens samples
(including the parent and child samples in Sec. 5), each
frame buffer is postprocessed with subsamples around them.
The postprocessing can benefit from more lens samples
without additional brute-force rendering of the whole scene.

An underlying idea is that visibility error here is much
smaller than that of typical postfiltering, because subsam-

Primary samples

Subsamples

Figure 7: An example of subsampling. Given a view sample,
twelve subsamples are defined for further postprocessing.

Algorithm 2 N-buffer construction for subsample blur

Output: Z[..]: N-buffers for min/max depth query
1: procedure BUILD-N-BUFFER

2: for each object j do
3: render j[Lmax]’s depths to Z[0] . Use the coarsest models
4: for each level n do
5: construct Z[n+1] from Z[n]

6: return Z[..]

Algorithm 3 Subsample blur using single-layer ray casting
Input: F : input frame buffer (RGBZ)
Input: BG: background texture
Input: U [..]: subsamples
Input: Z[..]: N-buffers
Input: t: texture coordinate of the input pixel
Output: B: output color
1: procedure SUBSAMPLE-BLUR-PIXEL-SHADER

2: query min/max depths (zmin, zmax) around t from Z[..]
3: B← 0
4: for each subsample u in U do
5: f ← (r(zmin)u, r(zmax)u) . r(z) from Eq. (2)
6: for each pixel offset p within ray footprint f do
7: z← F(t+p).z
8: if ‖p− r(z)u‖ < ε then . intersection is found
9: B← B+Fp

10: if no intersection is found then
11: B← B+ either of F(t) or BG(t)
12: return B/sizeof(U)

ples are also uniformly distributed with much smaller offsets
around primary samples (Figure 7). The range of subsamples
can be defined by the mean of pairwise sample distances.
Since geometric LOD and adaptive sampling are complete
by themselves, we can use any single-view postprocessing
methods, yet we desire to minimize the visibility error.

Single-Layer Ray Casting Our choice is height-field ray
casting (as in [LES10]) yet without hidden depth layers—
we note that single-layer ray casting for defocus blur was
not used before. Such ray casting is fairly fast for a large
number of samples, leveraged by the bounded ray footprints
in the image space. The ray casting is performed in two steps
(see Algorithms 2 and 3 for more details).

The first step is to build a data structure for efficient min/max
depth queries. We use N-buffers [Déc05], which are a set
of hierarchical textures of identical resolution. Each pixel
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Figure 8: Given a primary sample v0 and its depth bounds
(grayed volumes), missing intersections (I2) for a subsample
v2 are handled differently for the two cases. The red and
green blocks indicate objects.

Case ICase I

Case IICase II

Figure 9: A ray-cast result with a single layer (left) and its
reference (right). The red and orange insets correspond to
case I and II in Figure 8, respectively.

value of the i-th N-buffer contains minimum and maximum
depth values inside a square of 2i ×2i around the pixel. The
input depth image Z0 is initialized by rendering the coars-
est models. Then, Zi+1 is built upon Zi by looking up four
texels. When querying min/max depths (in the ray casting
step), four texture lookups cover a square of an arbitrary size,
which corresponds to overlapping squares.

The second step is ray casting. First, we try to find per-pixel
depth bounds. Given the global min/max depths (can be eas-
ily found by maximum mipmapping), we derive COCs us-
ing (2) and take the larger one. Then, we again query the
min/max depths within the COC, and iterate this step sev-
eral times to find tight depth bounds. For more details, refer
to [LES10]. Once we have per-pixel depth bounds, we iter-
ate ray casting for each primary sample v. Given a subsam-
ple u of v, its ray footprint f is defined as a pair of endpoints
(r(zmin)u,r(zmax)u) based on (2). For each pixel offset p ras-
terizing f , we try to find an intersection by testing whether p
and its COC offset lie within a threshold ε; typically, ε is set
to a 1–1.5 pixels. If an intersection is found, the color at the
intersection is used as an output color. Otherwise, we handle
the exceptional cases (see below).

Unlike [LES10], missing hidden surfaces cause visibility er-
rors (missing intersections; refer to the line 3.10 in Algo-
rithm 3). Such misses of surfaces mostly occur in the fore-
ground (Figure 8). When there are uncovered subsamples
within the region from which the depth bounds have been
derived, we handle the exception by classifying it into two
cases: (1) a ray reaches a finite maximum depth (less than
the far clipping depth); (2) a ray goes infinitely (i.e., beyond
the far clipping depth). The first case indicates that all pixels
have surface within the bound region. In this case, the ray is

assumed to be blocked; even if no hit is found, we assign the
color of primary sample (I0) to avoid light leaks. On the other
hand, the second case implies that the ray is assumed to con-
tinue unblocked around the object and uses the background
color (Ibg), because the ray can reach the background.

Figure 9 shows examples generated with a single primary
sample; this is exaggerated for illustration purposes. It is
observed that foreground occlusion is imperfect, while the
rest are effectively blurred without additional problems (e.g.,
leakage to the background). Practically, subsample blur is
applied with tiny offsets and accumulated with many pri-
mary samples, and thus, distortions become much less pro-
nounced (see Figure 10). However, if we need a large amount
of blur, we still need to increase primary sampling density.

7. Results

We report rendering performance and image quality of our
method, compared against accumulation buffering [HA90]
as a reference and the depth-layer method [LES10]. Our sys-
tem was implemented on an Intel Core i7 machine with an
NVIDIA GTX 680 and DirectX 10. We enabled adaptive
sampling for all the cases. The depth-layer method used 4
layers. Three scenes (Toys, Fishes, and Dragons), prepared
with LOD representations (s = 2 for each), were configured
with high degrees of blur.

Figure 10 shows the equal-time and equal-quality compar-
isons among the three methods, and Figure 11 shows the
evolution of the quality and performance. Number of views
(N) and number of subsamples (S) controlled the quality and
frame rate at a resolution of 1024×768. For Figure 10, we
used N = 32 and S = 4, which is the most balanced in terms
of quality/performance tradeoff. The equal-time comparison
assessed the qualities of the methods in terms of structural
similarity (SSIM; a normalized rating) [WBSS04] and peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The equal-quality comparison
assesses frame rates, given the same SSIM to the reference
images (generated with N=512 for [HA90]).

Rendering Performance For all the cases, our method out-
performed the accumulation buffering [HA90] (Figure 10;
the speed-up factors of our method over the reference ren-
derings reached up to 4.5, 8.2, and 7.0 for Toys, Fishes,
and Dragons, respectively. This proves the utility of LOD
for defocus blur; our LOD management rendered fewer tri-
angles down to 49%, 19%, and 14% for the three scenes,
respectively. Further speed-up was achieved with adaptive
visibility sampling. Also, our method mostly outperformed
[LES10]—the speed-up factors were 1.7, 3.8, and 0.82; the
slower performance of Dragons results from the simpler
configuration of the scene (only with 10 objects).

Figure 11 shows that adequate choices of N and S can attain
balanced quality/performance (e.g., (N, S) = (16,8), (32,4),
(64,0)). Unlike the excessive blur demonstrated here, we
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Ours: N=32, S=4

SSIM=0.98, PSNR=34.2 dB
Ours: N=32, S=4

59 fps

[HA90]: N=15

SSIM=0.93, PSNR=28.7 dB
[HA90]: N=62

13 fps

[LES10]: N=52

SSIM=0.97, PSNR=31.2 dB
[LES10]: N=116

30 1fps

[HA90]: N=8

SSIM=0.86, PSNR=25.0 dB
[HA90]: N=62

4.5 fps

[HA90]: N=6

SSIM=0.81, PSNR=22.7 dB
[HA90]: N=42

3.3 fps

Ours: N=32, S=4

SSIM=0.98, PSNR=29.8 dB
Ours: N=32, S=4

37 fps

[LES10]: N=116

9.8 fps

[LES10]: N=22

SSIM=0.92, PSNR=22.8 dB

Ours: N=32, S=4

23 fps

[LES10]: N=53

28 fps

[LES10]: N=80

SSIM=0.97, PSNR=29.8 dB

Ours: N=32, S=4

SSIM=0.95, PSNR=28.3 dB

Equal-time (58.6 fps) Equal-quality (SSIM=0.98) Equal-time (36.6 fps) Equal-quality (SSIM=0.98) Equal-time (22.9 fps) Equal-quality (SSIM=0.95)

Toys Scene
17 objects, 523K triangles, 3 LODs

Fishes Scene
67 objects, 1.7M triangles, 5 LODs

Dragons Scene
10 objects, 3.8M triangles, 5 LODs

Figure 10: Equal-time and equal-quality comparisons among our methods, [HA90], and [LES10].

need considerably fewer samples in practice. In such cases,
our method performs well even with a small number of sam-
ples thanks to the support of subsample blur. For example,
Toys and Fishes scenes run at higher than 100 fps with N=8
and S=8. More aggressive LODs can result in additional
speed-up with little quality loss. We note that our method fits
well with increasing scene complexity in terms of number of
objects, as in real applications, because the LOD manifests
itself more with many objects.

Image Quality Overall, our method adequately captures
visibility in the foreground and background; especially when
observing the focused objects seen through semi-transparent
ones. Additional problems found in previous real-time meth-
ods are not observed. As alluded to previously, temporal
popping does not occur (see the accompanying movie clips).

With regard to the equal-time comparison (Figure 10), the
qualities of our method are rated significantly higher than
those of [HA90] and [LES10]; for Dragons, the quality of
our method is slightly lower than that of [LES10]. This im-
plies that reduced geometric details from LOD allow us to
use more samples, significantly improving quality.

The presence of subsampling greatly enhances image quality
(in particular for SSIM), unless sufficient primary samples
(N) are provided (Figure 11). But, for optimal performance,
we need to find a balanced configuration for (N,S) pairs,
such as (N, S) = (16,8), (32,4), (64,0) in our examples.

However, given the same effective number of samples (N×
(S+1)), the quality of subsampling is still a bit lower than
brute-force sampling. This results from the partial capture of
visibility from primary samples. The problem occurs along
with the strong boundaries of foreground objects. Yet in
practice, integration of subsample-blurred images smoothes
out mostly, and the problem is rarely perceived. To better
suppress the problem, we need to increase primary samples,
but we can still utilize the LOD and adaptive sampling.

8. Discussions and Limitations

The primary advantage of our method is that it scales well
with the number of objects in a scene. Our algorithms result
in significant savings in vertex and fragment processing cost,
in which brute-force accumulation buffering leads to signif-
icant overhead. Such benefit becomes proportionally greater
with increasing complexity of scenes.

Since our LOD management and adaptive sampling inherit
a multiview rendering scheme from accumulation buffering,
our system produces significantly fewer errors than the pre-
vious real-time approaches in terms of visibility artifacts.
However, subsample blur may fail to deliver correct visibil-
ities, because it uses a single-layer approximation without
hidden layers. It is recommended to use a small number of
subsamples, yet even this makes sampling much denser (e.g.,
4 subsamples result in a 5× denser sampling). In our exper-
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N=16

SSIM=0.91, PSNR=27.2, 293 fps

SSIM=0.96, PSNR=28.5, 79 fps

SSIM=0.97, PSNR=28.7, 42 fps

N=32

SSIM=0.95, PSNR=29.2, 132 fps

SSIM=0.98, PSNR=29.5, 42 fps

SSIM=0.98, PSNR=29.5, 23 fps

N=64

SSIM=0.98, PSNR=31.6, 47 fps

SSIM=0.99, PSNR=31.2, 11 fps

SSIM=0.99, PSNR=31.1, 6 fps

S=0

S=4

S=8

N=8

SSIM=0.86, PSNR=23.9, 611 fps

SSIM=0.93, PSNR=25.7, 115 fps

SSIM=0.95, PSNR=26.1, 58 fps

Figure 11: Evolution of quality and performance with respect to the number of lens samples (N) and subsamples (S).

iments, the use of 3–4 subsamples worked best in terms of
quality-performance tradeoff.

Our LOD management performs best for individual objects
where a single COC bound is appropriate. A large object
spanning a wide COC range (e.g., terrain or sky) does not
benefit from LOD management. However, our LOD metric
(3) does not enforce an incorrect LOD choice for such ob-
jects, because the minimum COC is taken as the represen-
tative COC. When the objects are visible everywhere, their
minimum COC are roughly zero, resulting in L = 0.

Our system requires increased amounts of memory space.
With respect to CPU memory, we need to store multiple lev-
els of object geometries. Let the scene size be 1. Then, the
additional memory space is 1/(s− 1) (s=reduction factor).
For example s=2, we need the twice of the input scene size.
As for GPU memory, additional memory depends on the dis-
play resolution (W ×H; assume W > H) and the number of
lens samples (N). By using 16-bit floating-point depth (i.e.,
3 (RGB) + 2 (depth) = 5 bytes), a single pixel at most con-
sumes (N+(log2 W +1)+1)×5 bytes) for N frame buffers,
(log2 W +1) N-buffers, and 1 sprite texture, respectively. For
instance, when N = 32, 33 MB is required for 1024× 768
resolution. Such small amounts of memory does not make a
problem in practice, but increasing resolutions and excessive
number of lens samples could make a problem; for example,
1080p and 512 lens samples require roughly 1 GB.

The excessive memory problems can be partly solved by
grouping lens samples and separately processing them. A
better solution is to implement the concept of our LOD and
adaptive sampling using tessellation shaders (available from
the latest GPUs). By using them, we can turn our LOD man-
agement entirely into an on-the-fly framework and can also
apply dynamic deformation easily, while significantly reduc-
ing the memory overhead and pre-computation time.

Despite our subsample blur technique, we still need dense
sampling for significant degrees of blur to avoid banding ar-
tifacts. Fortunately, our LOD metric can be used for other
sampling-based rendering algorithms, as long as Halton
sampling can be employed. In this sense, a good direction for
future research is to combine our LOD metric with stochas-
tic rasterization, which significantly reduces the perceived
banding artifacts.

The individual components of our algorithm are useful even
for other multi-view applications, such as motion blur, un-
der an alternative strategy that avoids popping. For instance,
motion blur can use displacements as an LOD metric, and
two groups of uniform sampling can ensure that transition
popping is avoided. The subsample blur can further improve
performance with minimal quality loss. Also, combining de-
focus and motion blur is an interesting topic for further work,
in particular for the selection of effective LOD for both.

9. Conclusions

We presented a real-time defocus rendering algorithm that
augments the accumulation buffer method. Our algorithm
greatly improved performance with a reduced number of
samples, while maintaining high quality. The LOD manage-
ment reduced the rendering cost necessary to obtain results
similar in quality to the reference. The discrete LOD was in-
tegrated well using Halton sampling without transition pop-
ping. The adaptive sampling was simple yet effective at re-
producing the same results without redundant rendering. Ad-
ditional subsample blur was useful to further enhance quality
with virtually denser sampling. A combination of our algo-
rithms with stochastic rasterization and tessellation shaders
would be a good research direction for future work.
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